Genetically Modified Foods Could Pose Numerous Health Risks

"If [genetically modified] foods on the market cause common diseases, mild symptoms, or have long-term impacts, we may never know. There's no monitoring."

In the following viewpoint, the Institute for Responsible Technology argues that there is no reason to believe genetically modified (GM) food is safe, but there are several reasons to believe that GM food poses health risks to humans. The institute claims that several animal studies show health problems resulting from consumption of GM food, raising serious questions about the safety for humans. The Institute for Responsible Technology is an organization that aims to educate policymakers and the public about genetically modified (GM) foods and crops.

As you read, consider the following questions:

1. According to the author, since what year have genetically modified plants had genes from bacteria and viruses forced into their DNA?
2. What are the six major genetically modified crops, according to the author?
3. The author claims that farmers in Europe and Asia reported deaths of what animals from eating genetically modified corn?

The American Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM) urges physicians to advise all patients to avoid genetically modified (GM) food.

They state, "Several animal studies indicate serious health risks associated with GM food." These include:

- Infertility
- Immune problems
- Accelerated aging
- Faulty insulin regulation
- Changes in major organs and the gastrointestinal system.

Since 1996, GM plants such as soybeans and corn have genes from bacteria and viruses forced into their DNA. Most Americans don't realize that they eat GM ingredients in most processed foods.

A Question of Safety

The Food and Drug Administration [FDA] policy on genetically modified organisms (GMOs), released in 1992, falsely claims that the agency had no information showing that GM foods are substantially different. Thousands of secret memos later made public by a lawsuit reveal just the opposite. FDA scientists repeatedly warned of possible allergies, toxins, new diseases, and nutritional problems; they urged long-term safety studies. But the FDA official in charge of policy was Michael Taylor, Monsanto's former attorney, later their vice president, and now the US food safety czar.
The FDA ignored their scientists, and doesn't require a single safety test. Instead, companies such as Monsanto, which have been found guilty of hiding toxic effects of their other products, get to decide if their GMOs are safe for us to eat. And the superficial studies they do conduct are widely criticized as rigged to avoid finding problems.

Gene insertion into plants is done by shooting cells with a "gene gun" or using bacteria to infect the cells. Then the cells are cloned into plants. These laboratory techniques are imprecise and bear no resemblance to natural breeding. The technology is based on outdated scientific assumptions and can lead to massive collateral damage in the plant. The DNA of GMOs, for example, can have hundreds or thousands of mutations, and the activity of up to 5% of their natural genes can be significantly changed. Even the inserted gene can be damaged or rearranged, creating proteins that trigger allergies or promote disease.

**GM Foods on the Market**

The six major GMO crops are soy, corn, canola, cotton, sugar beets, and alfalfa. Each has added bacterial genes, allowing plants to survive an otherwise deadly dose of weed killer such as Roundup. Farmers use considerably more herbicide on these crops, causing higher herbicide residues in our food.

The second most popular trait is a built-in pesticide, found in GM corn and cotton. An inserted gene from soil bacteria called Bt (*Bacillus thuringiensis*) secretes the insect-killing Bt toxin in every cell.

The other GM crops are Hawaiian papaya and a small amount of zucchini and yellow crookneck squash, which are engineered to resist a plant virus.

**GMOs and Allergic Reactions**

- Soy allergies skyrocketed by 50% in the UK [United Kingdom], soon after GM soy was introduced.
- Cooked GM soy contains as much as 7 times the amount of a known soy allergen.
- GM corn contains an allergen not found in natural varieties.
- GM soy also has an allergen not found in wild soy, and some people react in a skin prick allergy test to the GM variety, but not the wild type.

Natural Bt bacteria has been used in spray form by farmers for years, although it biodegrades quickly. The Bt in GM crops is designed to be more toxic than the natural spray, is thousands of times more concentrated, and doesn't biodegrade.

Hundreds of people exposed to natural Bt spray had allergic symptoms, and mice fed natural Bt toxin had damaged intestines and powerful immune responses. Now mice and rats fed Bt corn show immune responses, and people exposed to Bt cotton are getting the allergic reactions.

A study in Canada found Bt toxin and herbicide residues from GM crops in the blood of women and fetuses.
No tests can guarantee that a GMO will not cause allergies. Although the World Health Organization recommends a screening protocol, the GM soy, corn, and papaya in our food supply fail those tests—because their GM proteins have properties of known allergens.

The Effects of GMOs on Animals

- GM soy drastically reduces digestive enzymes in mice. If it also impairs your digestion, you may become sensitive and allergic to a variety of foods.
- Mice fed Bt toxin started having immune reactions to formerly harmless foods.
- Mice fed experimental GM peas also started reacting to a range of other foods. (The peas had already passed the allergy tests normally done before a GMO gets on the market. Only this advanced test, which is never used on the GMOs we eat, revealed that the peas might actually be deadly.)
- More than half the babies of mother rats fed GM soy died within three weeks.
- Rodents fed GM soy had changes in their ovaries, uterus, or testicles, including altered young sperm cells.
- The DNA of mouse embryos functioned differently when the parents ate GM soy.
- Mice fed GM corn had fertility problems and smaller babies.
- By the third generation, most hamsters fed GM soy were unable to have babies and suffered high infant mortality; some had hair growing in their mouths.
- Farmers in Europe and Asia say that cows, water buffaloes, chickens, and horses died from eating Bt corn varieties.
- About two dozen US farmers report that Bt corn varieties caused widespread sterility in pigs or cows.
- Filipinos in at least five villages fell sick when a nearby Bt corn variety was pollinating.

Other Dangers of GMOs

The only published human feeding experiment on GMOs revealed that the genetic material inserted into GM soy transfers into bacteria living inside our intestines and continues to function. This means that long after we stop eating GM foods, we may still have their GM proteins produced continuously inside us.

- If the antibiotic gene inserted into most GM crops were to transfer, it could create super diseases resistant to antibiotics.
- If the gene that creates Bt toxin in GM corn were to transfer, it might turn our intestinal bacteria into living pesticide factories.
- Animal studies show that DNA in food can travel into organs throughout the body, even into the fetus.

In the 1980s, a contaminated brand of a food supplement called L-tryptophan killed about 100 Americans and caused sickness and disability in another 5,000-10,000 people. The source of contaminants was almost certainly the genetic engineering process used in its production. The disease was only identified because the symptoms had three simultaneous characteristics: they were unique, acute, and fast acting. If GM foods on the market cause common diseases, mild symptoms, or have long-term impacts, we may never know. There's no monitoring and hardly any long-term animal studies. So we can't say for sure if GMOs contribute to the recent rise in chronic illness, food allergies, reproductive and digestive problems, autism, and other disorders. But medical organizations like the AAEM say we shouldn't keep eating GMOs.
while waiting for more studies.
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